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Abstract—Electricity consumption varies with time.
These temporal variations include moment-to-moment
fluctuations plus hour-to-hour changes associated with
diurnal, weekly, and seasonal patterns. The problem
naturally splits into two time frames: (1) fast fluctuations,
on the order of seconds to minutes, and (2) slower
fluctuations, on the order of an hour or longer. Fast
fluctuations in aggregate load result primarily from the
random movements of individual loads. Slower fluctuations
result from common external causes, such as time of day,
day of the week, and weather. This study empirically
examines intra- and interhour load following. It develops
methods to separate intra- and interhour load fluctuations,
identifies the key features of each, and shows how they
differ from each other.
I. BACKGROUND
The basic electrical services include generating capacity,
energy supply, and power delivery (transmission). Ancillary
services are needed to provide the basic electrical services, both
to support transactions between buyers and sellers of electricity
and to maintain reliability of the interconnected electrical grid.
This paper examines the concepts and details associated with
the function variously called load following, regulation, or
regulation and frequency response; see [1] for additional
details.
The concept of load following is widely understood;
indeed, utilities have been providing this service for decades
(1) to match generation to system load and (2) to maintain
frequency within the interconnection close to 60 Hz. However,
the effort to unbundle generation services shows that the
specifics of these services are often ambiguous. Separating fast
fluctuations from longer-term load variations is important if
the costs of these services are allocated to customers on the
basis of their load-following requirements, and if the payments
to generators reflect their contributions to meeting these needs.

We take an expansive view of this service, as illustrated
by Fig. 1. The figure shows system load for a Midwestern
control area from midnight to 3 a.m. on a winter weekday
morning. The total load consists of three components. The first
element is the minimum constant (base) load during the period,
about 9300 MW in this example. The second element is the
trend during the hour and from hour to hour; here that element
decreases monotonically from 800 MW at midnight a.m. to 0
MW at 3 a.m. The third element is the random fluctuations in
load around the underlying trend; here the fluctuations range
over ±50 MW. This paper focuses on the second and third
components.
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), in
its final rule on open-access transmission, identified six
ancillary services that transmission providers must offer to
their customers [2]. FERC defines “regulation and frequency
response” as the “extra generating capacity, called regulating
margin, [required] to follow the moment-to-moment variations
in the load located in a control area. Following load variations
is necessary to maintain scheduled interconnection frequency
at sixty cycles per second (60 Hz).” FERC did not discuss
interhour load following.

calls “regulation and frequency response.” The two customer
functions include following the moment-to-moment
fluctuations in loads (what the working group calls regulation)
and following the longer-term (e.g., interhour) changes in load
(what the working group calls load following). The two sets of
functions are equivalent to each other. That is, if a control area
completely and accurately meets the two customer functions, it
will automatically meet its control-area responsibilities.
Neither the FERC nor the NERC nor the Oak Ridge
discussions of ancillary services defined the appropriate time
period over which to measure “moment-to-moment variations”
in load, the speed with which load changes occur, or the
amounts and ramp rates of generation needed to provide this
service. None of these entities defined the boundaries between
intra- and interhour load following, and none developed a
suitable mechanism for extracting intrahour load-following
patterns from load data.
Part of the confusion about these services involves the
time scales over which they are provided. Generators respond
automatically (based on their inertia, governor control,
impedance, and electrical proximity to the load) to fluctuations
that occur faster than a second or two. Generators respond to
slower fluctuations based on signals from the control-area
operator’s AGC system. The AGC system measures areacontrol error (ACE) every two to six seconds and sends signals
to those generators that provide regulating service to increase
or decrease output. Once every several minutes, the AGC
system reoptimizes the generation dispatch to minimize
operating costs. The control-area operator manually directs
individual generators to ramp up and down over the course of
an hour or more to track expected interhour load trends.

Fig. 1. Total load measured every minute for a
Midwestern utility and a cubic fit to the data, from
midnight to 3 a.m.
In part because of the FERC rulemaking, the North
American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) established an
Interconnected Operations Services Working Group to develop
an industry consensus on the definitions, requirements,
obligations, and management for these services. The NERC
working group identified two services relevant to this study:
regulation and load following. Regulation was defined as the
generating resources “used to balance supply resources with
minute-to-minute load variations and to meet NERC control
performance criteria” [3]. Unlike FERC, the working group
separated the generator actions into two parts: (1) those
associated with large frequency deviations [to which the
generators respond through governor action and then in
response to automatic-generation control (AGC) signals] and
(2) those associated with the continuous regulation process (in
response to AGC signals only). Large frequency deviations are
caused by generation or transmission outages and occur rarely.
Regulation is required continuously to balance generation and
load. The working group also defined load following as the
provision of generation capacity “to meet daily and hourly load
variations” [4]. This service is intended to follow daily load
cycles, in particular the morning pickup and afternoon dropoff
that most utility systems experience.

Thus, generator response to fast (less than a few seconds)
fluctuations is automatic, based on the electrical properties of
the generators and transmission system. Generator response to
load fluctuations on the order of several seconds to several
minutes, on the other hand, is managed by the AGC system in
its effort to meet the NERC performance criteria. Generator
response to longer-term load changes (several minutes to
several hours) is based on manual directions and on the
economic optimization of the AGC system. We might call the
services that generators provide during these three time periods
autonomous generator response, regulation, and load
following.

A recent Oak Ridge National Laboratory report identified
four components of load following [5]. The two control-area
functions are maintenance of interconnection frequency at 60
Hz and maintenance of generation/load balance within the
control area. These two functions are identical to what FERC

The purpose of this paper is to examine empirically these
intrahour and interhour load changes and the responses of a
utility’s generating resources to those load changes. We
analyze data, primarily from one control area, to see how it
maintains ACE close to zero in an effort to meet the A1 and
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A2 criteria. Overall, we estimate that load following costs U.S.
electric utilities just over $1 billion a year, equivalent to about
0.4 mills/kWh.

Table 1.

Comparison of alternative methods to define
interhour load trendsa

Intrahour
Interhour trend
fluctuationsb
Method
Average of
Sign
Average Standard
absolute
changes
of
deviation
values of
per day absolute
(MW)
ramp rate
values
(MW/min)
(MW)
Rolling average
109.7
159
27
21
minute
307.1
86
47
38
minute
606.4
54
64
52
minute
Regression model
Cubic
7.2
16
61
48
Quadratic
7.8
12
90
67
Linear
8.3
6
132
101
a
These results are based on 1440 1-minute observations
for a 24-hour period in December 1995, with separate fits to
the eight 3-hour periods from midnight to midnight.
b
All six fits to the data resulted in sign changes for the
intrahour fluctuations of 29 to 32 times/hour and averages of
the absolute value of ramp rates of 19 to 22 MW/minute.

II. COMPARING INTERHOUR AND
INTRAHOUR LOAD SWINGS
Total load, by definition, is equal to the sum of the
intrahour load fluctuations, the interhour load changes, and the
base load (which we assume to remain constant throughout an
hour); see Fig. 1. Thus, the method used to define interhour
load changes automatically determines the pattern of shortterm load fluctuations.
We considered and analyzed several ways to identify the
interhour load trends. These methods include the use of rolling
averages over 10-, 30-, and 60-minute intervals and the use of
linear, quadratic, and cubic regression models, each fit to three
hours of data. (Fourier analysis can also be used to identify the
frequency components of system load.) Table 1 shows that the
rolling-average methods produce far too many sign changes in
the interhour trend, compared with the six sign changes that
the hourly data show for this day. Even the cubic and quadratic
methods overestimate the number of sign changes, but this
occurs because of the discontinuities at the end of one 3-hour
period and the beginning of the next period. Similarly, the 10minute average and the linear model overestimate the 6.2
MW/minute actual interhour ramp rate for this day.
Because the interhour load trend defined by the 10-minute
rolling-average method follows the dynamics too closely, the
intrahour fluctuations defined by this method show relatively
little variation, as measured by the absolute value and standard
deviation of the fluctuations (right side of Table 1). At the
other extreme, the linear fit to three hours of data follows the
interhour load trend so poorly that the resultant intrahour
fluctuation is greatly exaggerated. The 60-minute rolling
average and the cubic fit yield similar definitions for the shortterm fluctuations.

Table 2 compares the characteristics of inter- and
intrahour load following. The intrahour results are based on 1minute averages for this Midwestern utility for a single day in
December 1995 (1440 observations in all), calculated as the
deviations from cubic fits to the load data. Two sets of
interhour results are shown, one for the same day (24 hourly
observations) as that used to calculate intrahour load results
and one for the entire year (8760 observations).

The top part of Fig. 2 shows the regression-model results
from 6 a.m. to 9 a.m., and the bottom part shows the rollingaverage results. Our visual inspection of the data and
alternative averaging approaches plus the statistics in Table 1
suggest that a cubic fit to the data or a 60-minute rolling
average perform well. That is, both methods follow the longterm load variations and do not follow the short-term
fluctuations.
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Fig. 2.

One-minute loads and several regression-model
(top) and rolling-average (bottom) fits to the
data from 6 to 9 a.m. for a winter day.

Over the course of a year, loads range from a low of 5900
MW (early morning hours during the spring and fall) to almost
18,000 MW (summer afternoon hours). The hourly load
changes reach more than 1500 MW/hour, with the increases
typically occurring between 6 and 7 a.m. and the decreases
occurring in the summer between 11 p.m. and midnight.
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Table 2.

Comparison of intra- and interhour load following
Intrahour
24-hour daya

Magnitude of swings (MW)
Maximum
Average
Standard deviation

±170
0 (48c)
61

Interhour
a

24-hour day
±2,100
11,700
1,400

8760-hour yearb
±6,000
9,700
2,000

Rate of change (MW/minute)
Maximum
±125
±20
±26
c
Average of absolute values
20
6.2
5.7
Number of sign changes per hour
31
0.27
0.19
a
These results are for a single day in December 1995. The intrahour results are based on 1-minute averages. The interhour
results are based on hourly averages.
b
These results are for the entire year 1994.
c
The average of the intrahour load swings is, by definition, zero.
Aggregate intra- and interhour load following differ in
three important ways:
#

The magnitude (in MW) of load swings is much greater
for interhour changes than for intrahour changes; the
difference is a factor of 15 to 40.

#

The speed of changes (MW/minute) is much greater for
intrahour changes than for interhour changes; the
difference is a factor of 3 to 5.

#

The frequency of change in direction (i.e., the sign on the
ramp rate) is much greater for intrahour changes than for
interhour changes; the difference is roughly a factor of
100.

of 67 MW. Ignoring the direction of change, loads fluctuate an
average of 55 MW at an average rate of 21 MW/minute during
this 3-hour period. The load fluctuations change sign (e.g, from
increasing to decreasing) 54% of the time; in other words,
roughly once every other minute loads change from decreasing
to increasing or from increasing to decreasing.
Figure 3 shows the 10-second “speeds” for load and
generation from midnight to 1 a.m. Loads move up or down at
an average rate of 74 MW/minute and change direction more
than 200 times per hour.
Table 3 shows how the range, average, and standard
deviation of the load fluctuations and their speeds change when
the time-averaging period is increased from 10 seconds to 2
minutes. While the measures of magnitude drop by 4 to 15% in
going from the 10-second to the 2-minute level, the measures
of rate-of-change drop dramatically, by 80 to 95%. Thus, the
standard deviation and average for the magnitude of load
swings are nearly independent of the time-averaging period
used to define intrahour load swings. (We know of two utilities
that observed near-constant standard deviations in their
analyses of intrahour load fluctuations.) However, the rate-ofchange measures are strongly dependent on the averaging
period; the longer the averaging period, the slower the rate of
change and the fewer the direction changes.

These differences in the amount and speed of load changes
affect the types of generating units needed to respond to these
two kinds of load changes. Generators used to provide
regulating service must respond quickly to frequent, but small,
load changes. On the other hand, generators used to provide
load-following service must respond to large, but slowly
changing, loads.
III. INTRAHOUR LOAD SWINGS
As Fig. 1 shows, overall load declined from 10,100 MW
at midnight to about 9300 MW at 3 a.m., an 8% (800-MW)
drop, based on a cubic fit to these data. The 1-minute load data
fluctuate around this trendline with a maximum 1-minute
change of 170 MW in either direction and a standard deviation

An increase in generator/load imbalance of about 60 MW
(the difference in magnitude between the maximum swings at
10-second vs 120-second intervals) would increase the
frequency deviation in the Eastern Interconnection by only
5

0.0015 Hz. Even in the Western Interconnection or the Electric
Reliability Council of Texas, a 60-MW generator/load
imbalance would affect frequency by 0.004 or 0.01 Hz,
respectively.

Table 3.

Effects on intrahour load swings from midnight to 3 a.m. of increasing the time over which load is
averaged

Averaging period
(seconds)
10
30
60
90
120

Magnitude of swings (MW)
Maximum
Average of
Standard
absolute values
deviation
±186
±178
±166
±160
±155

57
56
55
54
53

69
68
67
66
66

Rate of change (MW/minute)
Average of
Sign changes per
absolute values
hour
74
31
21
17
15

205
55
31
14
11

Fig. 3. Fluctuations in load and generation (measured at 10-second intervals) from midnight to 1 a.m.
The frequency-response characteristic is 4000 MW/0.1Hz
in the Eastern Interconnection, 1500 MW/0.1Hz in the
Western Interconnection, and 625 MW/0.1Hz in the Electric
Reliability Council of Texas [6]. The very small frequency
deviations associated with a decision to ignore 10-second

fluctuations and the likelihood that 10-second load fluctuations
across utilities are uncorrelated suggests that control-area
operators could safely ignore these high-frequency fluctuations.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
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Using data on loads from a large Midwestern control
area, we examined several characteristics of load following.
First, we used various averaging methods (i.e., rolling averages
and regression models) to identify and define the interhour
trends in system load. We found that a simple cubic fit to
several hours of 1-minute load data yields satisfactory
definitions of inter- and intrahour dynamics.

[1] E. Hirst and B. Kirby 1996, Ancillary-Service Details:
Regulation, Load Following and Generator Response,
ORNL/CON-433, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak
Ridge, TN, September.

Using these averaging methods, we identified the
intrahour load fluctuations. We compared the characteristics of
inter- vs intrahour load. The short-term fluctuations differ from
the long-term load changes in three ways. First, the magnitude
(MW) of interhour load changes is much greater than that of
intrahour load fluctuations. Second, the intrahour fluctuations
change much more rapidly (MW/minute). And third, the
intrahour fluctuations change direction much more often than
do the interhour load changes.
Next, we examined intrahour load swings in detail,
focusing on the magnitude of load swings (measured by the
maximum load change, standard deviation, and average of
absolute value) and the rate of change of load swings
(measured by the average of absolute value of load change and
the number of sign changes per hour). We analyzed the
implications of alternative time-averaging periods, ranging
from 10 seconds to 2 minutes. While the standard deviation
and average of absolute values of the magnitude are nearly
invariant with the time-averaging period, the measures of rate
of change are very sensitive to the averaging period.
The present analysis leads to the following thoughts on
two issues that require further data and analysis. Additional
research is required, we believe, because the results presented
here are based on very limited data, primarily from one utility
for only a day or two.
#

What methods should be used to identify and define the
hour-to-hour trends in system load (load following)?
What criteria should be used in selecting a preferred
method?

#

What are the appropriate metrics to use in defining
intrahour load following? Are the characteristics
considered here—the magnitude of load changes (MW),
the speed of load changes (MW/minute), and the number
of direction changes—appropriate and sufficient? The
metrics chosen must be practical, both for metering and
billing purposes.
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The concept of load following is widely understood; indeed, utilities have been providing this
service for decades (1) to match generation to system load and (2) to maintain frequency within the
interconnection close to 60 Hz. However, the effort to unbundle generation services shows that the
specifics of these services are often ambiguous. Separating fast fluctuations from longer-term load
variations is important if the costs of these services are allocated to customers on the basis of their
load-following requirements, and if the payments to generators reflect their contributions to meeting
these needs.
Total load consists of three components. The first element is the minimum constant (base) load
during the period. The second element is the trend during the hour and from hour to hour. The third
element is the random fluctuations in load around the underlying trend.
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), in its final rule on open-access transmission,
identified six ancillary services that transmission providers must offer to their customers. FERC
defines “regulation and frequency response” as the “extra generating capacity, called regulating
margin, [required] to follow the moment-to-moment variations in the load located in a control area.
Following load variations is necessary to maintain scheduled interconnection frequency at sixty cycles
per second (60 Hz).” FERC did not discuss interhour load following.
This paper examines empirically these intrahour and interhour load changes and the responses of
a utility’s generating resources to those load changes. We analyze data, primarily from one control
area, to see how it maintains ACE close to zero in an effort to meet the A1 and A2 criteria.
We considered and analyzed several ways to identify the interhour load trends. These methods
include the use of rolling averages over 10-, 30-, and 60-minute intervals and the use of linear,
quadratic, and cubic regression models, each fit to three hours of data. Our visual inspection of the data
and review of alternative averaging approaches suggest that a cubic fit to the data or a 60-minute
rolling average perform well. That is, both methods follow the long-term load variations and do not
follow the short-term fluctuations.
Table 1 compares the characteristics of inter- and intrahour load following. The intrahour results
are based on 1-minute averages for a Midwestern utility for a single day in December 1995 (1440
observations in all), calculated as the deviations from cubic fits to the load data. Two sets of interhour
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results are shown, one for the same day (24 hourly observations) as that used to calculate intrahour
load results and one for the entire year (8760 observations).
Over the course of a year, loads range from a low of 5900 MW (early morning hours during the
spring and fall) to almost 18,000 MW (summer afternoon hours). The hourly load changes reach more
than 1500 MW/hour, with the increases typically occurring between 6 and 7 a.m. and the decreases
occurring in the summer between 11 p.m. and midnight.
Table 1. Comparison of intra- and interhour load following

Magnitude of swings (MW)
Maximum
Average
Standard deviation

Intrahour
24-hour daya

Interhour
24-hour daya

8760-hour yearb

±170
0 (48c)
61

±2,100
11,700
1,400

±6,000
9,700
2,000

Rate of change (MW/minute)
Maximum
±125
±20
±26
c
Average of absolute values
20
6.2
5.7
Number of sign changes per hour
31
0.27
0.19
a
These results are for a single day in December 1995. The intrahour results are based on 1-minute
averages. The interhour results are based on hourly averages.
b
These results are for the entire year 1994.
c
The average of the intrahour load swings is, by definition, zero.
Aggregate intra- and interhour load following differ in three important ways:
#

The magnitude (in MW) of load swings is much greater for interhour changes than for intrahour
changes; the difference is a factor of 15 to 40.

#

The speed of changes (MW/minute) is much greater for intrahour changes than for interhour
changes; the difference is a factor of 3 to 5.

#

The frequency of change in direction (i.e., the sign on the ramp rate) is much greater for intrahour
changes than for interhour changes; the difference is roughly a factor of 100.

These differences in the amount and speed of load changes affect the types of generating units needed
to respond to these two kinds of load changes. Generators used to provide regulating service must
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respond quickly to frequent, but small, load changes. On the other hand, generators used to provide
load-following service must respond to large, but slowly changing, loads.
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